
Game Trail Association, Inc. 
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

Buena Vista Library 
January 28, 2009 1:00 PM 

 
 

Call to Order 
Ken called the meeting to order at 1:00 pm.  Attending were Bill Hicks, Butch Hooper, 
Kathy Matre, and Ken Siefken.   Dean Harper was unable to attend the meeting. Ken 
asked if anyone present wished to speak on any agenda or non-agenda items.  No items 
were added.  Ken added a discussion item for a new “Late Payment Policy” to the agenda 
for discussion later in the meeting. 
 

Approval of December 17, 2008 BOD Meeting Minutes 
Butch Hooper moved to approve the minutes with Bill Hicks seconding.  Motion passed 
unanimously. 

 
Written Correspondence Received 

A letter was received from a Member living in the Meadow who was concerned about 
dusty roads in the summer and muddy roads in the winter.  The Member requested that 
the Board consider a dressing for the roads to reduce the dust.  The Board discussed the 
past practice of using mag-chloride on some of the Game Trail roads and the possible 
cost for treating the roads with this substance.   There was also a discussion about the 
complaints which had been received when mag-chloride was used in the past.  These 
complaints combined with the fact that mag-chloride actually made the mud problem 
worse when the roads were wet had led to the discontinuance of the use of mag-chloride 
several years ago.  It was the opinion of those present that we should not reinstitute the 
use of mag-chloride.   Bill Hicks will draft a letter to the Member explaining the decision.  
 

Committee Chair Reports  
ACC 

Jeff DeCristopher reported there are still two new houses under construction with 
two others approved but on hold.  The ACC is dealing with one issue with the use 
of unapproved snow fence materials.  There is also one other Member who is 
considering the use of solar power panels on an existing house with a flat roof.   
The Member met with the ACC to discuss how best to design the panels to have 
the least visual impact.  Chris also indicated she had been contacted by another 
Member who should be submitting a new home application to the ACC in the 
near future.  

 
Commons  

Wayne Eisenbrandt said that things had been quite slow for the Commons 
Committee.  It was noted by a few people present that during December there had 
been significant drifts that accumulated on some of the higher roads and that these 
drifts were not plowed for several weeks.  It was agreed that when situations like 
this arise in the future, the person noting the problem should call Wayne and he 
will contact the plowing contractor.  
 
Wayne questioned whether he should obtain an estimate for a chip and seal of 
Great Peaks for this coming summer.  Ken said that the current reserve plan has 
this work being done in 2010 so an estimate will not be required at this time. 



Chris and Wayne, as co-stable masters, will try to set up a meeting with the horse 
owners to discuss what stable maintenance should be completed this year. 
 
Ken noted that the recycling pickup over the holidays was not adequate.  Chris 
reported that Micki from Angel of Shavano Recycling was involved in a 
construction project at the County Landfill at that time and this interfered with our 
normal pickup.  Currently the pickups are scheduled for Wednesday and 
Thursday.  In May the schedule will change to Thursday and Friday pickups.  
Next holiday season we need to proactively communicate with Micki about our 
requirements for normal service over the holidays so we can avoid the problems 
experienced this year. 
 

Communications  
Linda Eidenmueller reported that the newsletter is ready for printing but that the 
vendor who prints the newsletter is out of town until February 9th.  Since Chris 
now has a large copy machine available in her office which can duplex 11X17 
size pages, an attempt will be made to print the newsletter there. 
 
A discussion was held about the possible future publication of the newsletter via 
e-mail.  Because there are some people who do not have access to the internet and 
e-mail, it was agreed that in addition to an e-mail version of the newsletter we 
would have to keep mailing a paper copy to some Members.  The 
Communications Committee will continue to pursue the electronic delivery 
options and report back to the Board at some future time. 
 

Finance  
Bill Waldorf reported the Finance and Audit Committee had not met since the last 
meeting.  They plan to work on a comprehensive policy, procedure and rules 
manual which will be presented to the Board at some future time. 
 

Forestry  
Val Philpot reported that the Beetle inspections have been completed and that 
they expect a low count of infected trees once the verification of infections has 
been completed.   The committee is also working on guidelines for how to deal 
with a wildfire. 
 
Ken noted that he has visited with the county dispatcher about the reverse 911 
system which was recently discussed in a newspaper article.   The article noted 
that subgroups could be set up for the reverse 911 service and Ken wanted to 
know whether Game Trail could be a separate subgroup.  Apparently no 
subgroups have yet been established but the dispatcher agreed to look into the 
question about setting up Game Trail as a separate group.  Ken also noted that the 
reverse 911 system will have the capability of entering cell phones into the system 
in addition to land lines. 
 
A comment was made that perhaps Game Trail should consider a siren warning 
system. 
 

Social 
Bill Waldorf reported for Arlene who is out of town. He distributed a flier for the 
March 14th Vegas Night.  The flier has been posted on the web and information 
has been included in the newsletter about the event. 



 
 
Water 

Walt Lafford reported that Well D has been off line since last Friday when the 
pump stopped working.  He believes that the problem is either a failed pump or a 
wiring problem.  Weather permitting, the pump will be pulled on Thursday.  This 
is a very labor intensive process since the pump is at the bottom of the hole and 
21foot sections of pipe need to be pulled to retrieve the pump.  Assuming the 
problem can be identified, the plan will be to replace the pump early next week. 
 
Unfortunately Walt is leaving town on Friday for a month, but he reported the 
other committee members will be able to deal with the problem.  He did ask for 
one volunteer to assist with the pump retrieval and replacement process.  Walt 
said that during the time of his absence at least one other water committee 
member will be here to deal with problems except for a 3 day period but that he 
will have his computer and will be able to check for problems and assist with any 
issues remotely. 

 
Treasurer’s Report 

The year-end 2008 and the current financial reports were presented for review.  Bill 
Hicks noted that 2008 ended with a significant deficit as anticipated.  Ken then reviewed 
the reserve analysis.  Our reserve funding appears adequate for the near term, but will be 
adjusted according to any future projects and funding requirements, as needed.  
 

Old Business 
Kelly Ranch Water Augmentation Plan Update 

Nothing new to report. 
 
Fire Station #6 Update 

Phil Strongin will replace Jim Schomaker as the chair for the fundraising efforts.  
Ken and Phil plan to talk with the Vice Chair of the Chaffee County Fire 
Protection District to find out when they anticipate being able to move forward 
with the planning for the new station. 

 
Administrators Procedures Manual  

The procedures manual has been completed and will be distributed to the Board 
for review. 
 

Web Cam 
Bill Hicks talked with the individual who has the security cameras which have 
been offered to Game Trail for our use.  Apparently the cameras and cases were 
originally installed at an army base and the cases are even air-conditioned and 
heated.  Unfortunately, the cameras are quite old (probably from the 80s) so 
would most likely need to be replaced.  Bill is having one of the camera cases 
mailed to him so he can analyze whether we can use them.  Even if the cameras 
and cases are determined to be inadequate for our purposes, the Board is still 
interested in pursuing what would be needed to obtain a webcam for our web site. 
 

Water System Easements  
 Nothing to report. 
 

 



New Business 
Block Captain Program 

Brenda Hooper and Barb Peterson are the new coordinators of the Block 
Captains. Brenda noted that the mission of the Block Captains is “to oversee, 
coordinate and manage all aspects of the Game Trail community’s Neighborhood 
Watch Program.  The Block Captains also serve as the primary communicator of 
important activities, impending disasters, and other contingencies to their 
respective block of neighbors.”  Brenda and Barb plan to have a meeting in April 
with all the Block Captains.  The Sheriff will be asked to attend this meeting to 
address the Neighborhood Watch Program.  After that meeting, Brenda will report 
back to the Board on their plans for collecting emergency information from the 
Members on each block.  

 
Rainwater harvesting Bill 

Ken reported on a new Bill that is currently being considered by the Colorado 
legislature which would allow the collection of rainwater for several uses 
including outside irrigation.  Unfortunately the Bill only applies to persons not 
connected to a domestic water system serving more than 3 single-family 
dwellings.  This would exclude Game Trail because of our common wells.  Jeff 
suggested that perhaps the limitations in the Bill were a result of a belief that 
anyone connected to a domestic water system was able to irrigate outside, which 
is not the case in Game Trail.  He suggested that the Board might want to contact 
our legislators or the Bill sponsors to discuss this.   

 
Late Fee Policy 

Ken presented a new late fee rule 09-01 which would consolidate and simplify the 
two existing late fee policies.  The goal of the imposition of late fees is to incent 
Members to pay and not to make money for the Association.  After a short 
discussion, Kathy moved to accept the new Rule and Regulation 09-01.  Butch 
seconded the motion which passed unanimously. 
 
The new Rule will need to be sent to all Members.  It was suggested that the 
newsletter be included in the mailing in order to minimize postage costs. 
 

Next Meeting  
 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009, 1:00 pm at BV Library Conference Room. 
 
A conference call will be held at 11:00 that same day at the Game Trail Office with the 
Board members and our current insurance agent to review our liability coverage.  A list 
of specific liability questions will be sent to the insurance agent a week in advance of the 
meeting so they will have time to review the situations to provide us with the best 
possible answers.  Ken will also most likely invite Greg Powell, our attorney, to 
participate in the call. 
 

Adjournment 
 

Butch moved to adjourn at 3:07 pm.  Bill seconded.  Motion passed unanimously.  
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Kathy Matre, Secretary 


